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The solid oxide electrochemical cell (SOC) is an energy conversion technology that can be

operated reversibly, to efficiently convert chemical fuels to electricity (fuel cell mode) as

well as to store electricity as chemical fuels (electrolysis mode). The SOC fuel-electrode

carries out the electrochemical reactions CO2 + 2e� 4 CO + O2� and H2O + 2e� 4

H2 + O2�, for which the electrocatalytic activities of different electrodes differ

considerably. The relative activities in CO/CO2 and H2/H2O and the nature of the

differences are not well studied, even for the most common fuel-electrode material, a

composite of nickel and yttria/scandia stabilized zirconia (Ni–SZ). Ni–SZ is known to be

more active for H2/H2O than for CO/CO2 reactions, but the reported relative activity

varies widely. Here we compare AC impedance and DC current–overpotential data

measured in the two gas environments for several different electrodes comprised of

Ni–SZ, Gd-doped CeO2 (CGO), and CGO nanoparticles coating Nb-doped SrTiO3

backbones (CGOn/STN). 2D model and 3D porous electrode geometries are employed

to investigate the influence of microstructure, gas diffusion and impurities present at

reaction sites.

Comparing model and porous Ni–SZ electrodes, the ratio of electrode polarization

resistance in CO/CO2 vs. H2/H2O decreases from 33 to 2. Experiments and modelling

suggest that the ratio decreases due to a lower concentration of impurities blocking the

three phase boundary and due to the nature of the reaction zone extension into the

porous electrode thickness. Besides showing higher activity for H2/H2O reactions than

CO/CO2 reactions, the Ni/SZ interface is more active for oxidation than reduction. On

the other hand, we find the opposite behaviour in both cases for CGOn/STN model

electrodes, reporting for the first time a higher electrocatalytic activity of CGO

nanoparticles for CO/CO2 than for H2/H2O reactions in the absence of gas diffusion

limitations. We propose that enhanced surface reduction at the CGOn/gas two phase

boundary in CO/CO2 and in cathodic polarization can explain why the highest reaction

rate is obtained for CO2 electrolysis. For all materials investigated, large differences
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observed between model electrode kinetics and porous electrode kinetics are modelled

and discussed.
Introduction

The growing need for efficient and affordable production and storage of electricity
currently drives the development of electrochemical energy conversion technol-
ogies. The solid oxide electrochemical cell (SOC) is a promising candidate that
could play a key role in the transition to sustainable energy because SOCs can
both store renewable electricity as fuels (electrolysis mode) as well as convert fuels
to electricity (fuel cell mode), with high efficiency and high reaction rates in both
modes.1–4 Furthermore, SOCs can operate with carbonaceous feedstocks (hydro-
carbons, CO, CO2, etc.)5–8

A good physical and chemical understanding of the electrochemical reactions
(ERs) that occur in the fuel-electrode, CO2 + 2e� 4 CO + O2� and H2O + 2e� 4

H2 + O2�, is crucial for addressing performance and lifetime limiting factors as
well as for designing new improved electrodes. The reactions take place either at
the 3-phase boundary (3PB) between the gas, O2� conductor and e� conductor, or
at the 2-phase boundary (2PB) between the gas and the surface of a mixed ionic
and electronic conducting (MIEC) solid, depending on the electrode materials.
The conventional fuel-electrode is a 3PB-based, three-dimensional porous
composite of Ni and yttria or scandia-stabilized zirconia (Ni–SZ, referring to either
one) that exhibits high electrochemical activity but is oen a major source of
performance loss during long-term operation in both fuel cell and electrolysis
modes due to 3PB poisoning, Ni mobility, carbon deposition, and other degra-
dation mechanisms.9–14

Alternative electrodes comprised of MIEC materials show great promise with
respect to avoiding these issues.15,16 Acceptor-doped ceria is a well-known MIEC
solid when exposed to a reducing environment and it exhibits high activity for the
H2/H2O reaction when applied as an electrode.17–20 Considerable effort has gone
into understanding and modelling the reaction kinetics and mechanisms for the
H2/H2O and CO/CO2 reactions, especially for Ni–SZ electrodes,21–25 but also more
recently for ceria-based electrodes.16,26–28

However, relative activities for the CO/CO2 and H2/H2O reactions are not well
studied, even for conventional Ni–SZ electrodes. Ni–SZ is known to be more active
for H2/H2O than for CO/CO2 reactions, but the relative activity varies widely,23

apparently depending on the electrode microstructure, geometry, and purity of
materials and gas supplies. Here we compare AC impedance and DC current–
overpotential data measured in the two gas environments for several different
electrodes comprised of Ni/SZ, Gd-doped CeO2 (CGO), and CGO nanoparticles
coating Nb-doped SrTiO3 backbones (CGOn/STN). The aim is to better understand
the nature of the electrocatalytic activities observed for different electrode
materials and geometries, which vary considerably for these two reactions.

Model electrodes are advantageous in that they provide a more well-dened,
usually 2-dimensional, interface and corresponding ER zone compared with
complex 3-dimensional porous electrode structures. However, the small interface
in a large system is more susceptible to contamination by segregation of material
from the electrode itself or from other solid or gaseous sources, which canmake it
ART � C5FD00048C
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a poor representation of the actual interface that the model electrode aims to
investigate in a realistic technological electrode. It is therefore worthwhile trying
to study both model and porous electrodes together to obtain the most useful
information, which we attempt here in order to investigate the inuence of
microstructure, gas diffusion and impurities present at reaction sites.
Experimental

Several types of electrochemical cells were fabricated and subjected to electro-
chemical characterization, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Regarding notation, we adopt
Ni–SZ to indicate a composite porous electrode and Ni/SZ to indicate an interface
of Ni and SZ (as in a model electrode).

Cells with a Ni metal wire electrode contacting the polished surface of a
Y0.16Zr0.84O2 (YSZ) electrolyte pellet with a porous Pt counter electrode (prepared
by sintering Pt paste) were assembled and tested in a single-atmosphere custom
Fig. 1 Illustration of the different electrode geometries employed (WE ¼ working elec-
trode; CE¼ counter electrode) and list of electrode materials characterized (abbreviations
are defined in the “Results and discussions” section).
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test rig, as described in ref. 29 and 30. A pseudo-three-electrode set-up was used,
with the relatively large counter electrode expected to contribute negligible
resistance and therefore serving as reference electrode. These types of model
electrodes have a well-dened 3PB which can be examined by microscopy before
and aer testing. The wires were 0.5 mm in diameter and 99.999% purity. The
wires were cut and bent approximately 1 cm from the end, to form a “J” shape,
with the bottom of the “J” contacting the YSZ surface. The wires were annealed in
a reducing atmosphere (pH2/pN2 ¼ 0.09/0.91 atm). Each wire electrode was
inserted into an alumina tube which held it in place and applied pressure
downwards from a weight of 200 g attached above. The test rig was heated to an
initial temperature of 1000 �C in pH2/pN2 ¼ 0.09/0.91 atm which was then
switched to pH2/pH2O ¼ 0.97/0.03 atm, and electrochemical impedance spectra
(EIS) were measured near open-circuit continuously for at least 10 hours until the
interface stabilized. More extensive H2/H2O and CO/CO2 gas variations were then
tested. EIS were measured near open-circuit, from �1 MHz to 0.1 Hz with 12
measurement points per decade, with an AC RMS amplitude of 30 mV, using a
Gamry Reference 600 potentiostat, which was also used for DC polarization
measurements at 1–10 mV s�1 between �300 mV and +300 mV overvoltage. The
cell was wired such that anodic polarization corresponded to electrochemical
oxidation of H2 or CO (fuel-cell mode) at the working electrode, whereas cathodic
polarization led the working electrode to carry out electrochemical reduction
(electrolysis mode). Electrode current–overpotential curves were obtained by
correcting the cell current–overvoltage curves for the ohmic resistance, which was
measured by EIS.

High cathodic polarization (HCP) treatment was performed on some of the
model Ni/YSZ electrodes. First, the gas atmosphere was set to dry H2, reaching an
oxygen sensor value of �1370 mV vs. air at 850 �C (pO2 < 10�24 atm). Then, the
following potential sweeps were performed at a 20 mV s�1 scan rate: 0 to �500
mV, 0 to �1000 mV and 0 to�1500 mV. Upon reaching each cathodic voltage, EIS
were also measured under that voltage. Finally, EIS were measured again near
open-circuit aer the HCP treatment.

Symmetrical cells with thin 5–10 mm YSZ electrolytes sandwiched by 10–15 mm
thick porous Ni–YSZ active layers and 300 mm thick porous Ni–YSZ support layers
were prepared by tape-casting and lamination. The cells can be considered as two
fuel-electrode-supported half cells made symmetrical. The cells are the same
types as those reported in ref. 31 and 32, except that these do not contain scan-
dium. The cells were reduced at 1000 �C in pH2/pN2 ¼ 0.09/0.91 atm in a furnace.
Then the cells were painted with Ni–YSZ current collector paste and mounted in
the same test rig as used for the model electrodes. The cells were heated to 800 �C
in pH2/pN2 ¼ 0.09/0.91 atm and switched to pH2/pH2O ¼ 0.97/0.03 atm before
more extensive H2/H2O and CO/CO2 gas variations were tested. EIS measurements
were carried out at 650–800 �C using a Solartron 1260 with 30 mV RMS amplitude
from 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz with 16 measurement points per decade.

A new pseudo-3-electrode cell geometry was used for DC measurements on
porous Ni–ScYSZ electrodes. A small (1 mm diameter) porous working electrode
was screen-printed atop a special-shaped thick ScYSZ electrolyte pellet (approxi-
mately a cylinder 3 mm tall and 9 mm in diameter) with a large counter electrode
screen-printed on the bottom and comprised of the same material as the working
electrode. This small working electrode (SWE) conguration resembles the model
ART � C5FD00048C
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wire electrode conguration, but with a 3D porous working electrode. Like the
model wire electrode, this geometry minimizes ohmic heating and gas diffusion
resistance. Details of the cell design will be reported in a future publication. The
electrode was characterized with a similar procedure as that used for the model
wire electrodes, using a Gamry Reference 600 potentiostat.

Symmetrical cells were prepared with electrodes comprised of porous
Sr0.94Ti0.9Nb0.1O3 (STN) backbones coated with Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9 by surfactant-
assisted nitrate solution inltration, on both sides of a YSZ electrolyte, as
described in ref. 33. Pt paste was applied to both electrodes for current collection.
The cells were mounted in between Pt meshes with weight applied, in the same
test rig as above. The cells were heated to an initial temperature of 800 �C in pH2/
pN2 ¼ 0.09/0.91 atm and switched to pH2/pH2O ¼ 0.97/0.03 atm before more
extensive H2/H2O and CO/CO2 gas variations were tested. EIS measurements were
performed using a Solartron 1260 with similar settings as for the Ni–YSZ
symmetrical cells. During redox cycles, N2 was supplied for 30 minutes before
supplying air, and N2 was again supplied before supplying the reducing atmo-
sphere again.

Cone-shaped electrodes comprised of STN were prepared by machining dense
cylindrical STN pellets that had been sintered at 1400 �C in pH2/pN2 ¼ 0.09/0.91
atm. The cone point (working electrode) was contacted to a smooth polished YSZ
electrolyte pellet surface, with a much larger porous Pt counter electrode acting as
a reference electrode (pseudo 3-electrode setup), as described previously for other
oxide electrode materials.34 The cell geometry was similar in principle to the
model wire electrode cell described above. For some electrodes, a drop of the
same Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9 solution that was used to inltrate the porous STN backbones
was placed at the tip of the cone before contacting the cone to the YSZ surface.
The cells were heated to 850 �C in pH2/pN2 ¼ 0.09/0.91 atm and switched to pH2/
pH2O ¼ 0.97/0.03 atm, and EIS were measured continuously for at least 10 hours
until the interface stabilized. The electrodes were characterized with a similar
procedure as that used for the model wire electrodes using a Gamry Reference 600
potentiostat.

Symmetrical cells with porous Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 (CGO) electrodes were prepared
by slurry spraying (SS) or screen-printing onto a sintered 200 mm thick YSZ elec-
trolyte and sintering at 1200 �C, similar to in ref. 35 which used CGO electrolyte.
For the screen-printed electrodes, due to poor dispersion in the ink, the CGO
particles agglomerated, resulting in an inhomogeneous microstructure aer
sintering at 1200 �C. The electrodes were characterized with a similar procedure
as that used for the STN-backbone symmetrical cells described above. For one SS
cell, Au paste was used instead of Pt paste.

Symmetrical cells with nano-porous CGO electrodes were prepared by spin-
coating a nitrate based precursor solution. The electrodes were only sintered in
situ at 800 �C, which resulted in the nano-porous structure. More detail about the
structure and electrochemistry of these highly active electrodes will be reported in
a future publication. The electrodes were characterized with a similar procedure
as that used for the STN-backbone symmetrical cells described above.

All EIS reported here were measured near open-circuit. The gas compositions
of pH2/pH2O¼ 0.5/0.5 atm and pCO/pCO2¼ 0.5/0.5 atm (hereaer simply referred
to as H2/H2O and CO/CO2) were chosen as the basis for comparison for several
reasons:
ART � C5FD00048C
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� In current–overpotential curves, they provide an equal concentration of
reactants for both anodic and cathodic polarization.

� Gas diffusion impedance is minimized.36 For porous electrodes, several
important gas diffusion impedance contributions have been identied for elec-
trodes measured in this test set-up: diffusion in a stagnant gas layer above the
porous electrode that arises solely from the test set-up,36,32 diffusion through thick
porous layers,32 and Knudsen diffusion through nanoparticle-loaded structures
with ne porosity.37 The stagnant gas layer diffusion resistance has been found to
contribute 5 and 30 mU cm2 in pH2/pH2O ¼ 0.5/0.5 atm and pCO/pCO2 ¼ 0.5/0.5
atm, respectively, in the present study and in previous reports.32

� The 50–50 gas compositions give a very similar pO2 in the measurement
temperature range 750–850 �C.

Measurements were carried out in H2/H2O and CO/CO2 as close in time as
possible while also allowing enough time to stabilize, to avoid interference from
relaxation and degradation, especially for the 3PB-based Ni/SZmodel electrodes.38

The ranges of the current–overvoltage curves were kept below �300 mV, since Ni
oxidizes to NiO near +300 mV at the temperature and gas composition used –

going to too high an anodic overvoltage led to hysteresis in the current–over-
voltage curve due to Ni oxidation. Each symmetrical cell has an area of about 30
mm2. At least two electrodes of each type were tested for reproducibility, except
that only one cell was tested with Au paste instead of Pt paste for current
collection, which will be discussed later.

All data analysis was carried out using the python-based Ravdav soware.39 EIS
measurements were corrected for stray inductance using an automatic Kramers–
Kronig procedure. The model electrodes were not normalized to 3PB length or
contact area in this study because: in the Ni wire electrode case, aer the HCP
treatment the 3PB length was not well dened and due to coarsening during
subsequent measurements it was not possible to take post-test measurements of
the in situ 3PB formed by the HCP treatment; in the CGOn/STN model electrode
case, the CGO nanoparticles at the interface formed in situ and were similarly not
well enough dened for sensible normalization.

Results and discussions
Ni/stabilized-zirconia 3PB-based electrodes

To investigate the effects of electrode microstructure and 3PB morphology on the
ER kinetics of the Ni/SZ/gas interface, several different Ni/SZ electrodes were
employed, with either 2D or 3D 3PB geometries (illustrated in Fig. 1):

1. A Ni wire pressed down onto a polished YSZ surface, forming a 2D 3PB at the
perimeter of the oval-shaped contact (hereaer referred to as the “Ni/SZ model
electrode” or “Ni/SZ ME”).

2. The same Ni wire contacting the YSZ surface aer it had been subjected to
HCP treatment, which forms a new nano-structured 3PB (“Ni/SZ-HCP model
electrode”).

3. A porous Ni–YSZ composite symmetrical cell with 300 mm thick porous Ni–
YSZ support layers sandwiching the thin porous Ni–YSZ active layer and thin
dense electrolyte (“Ni–SZ-supported porous electrode”).

4. A small-sized porous Ni-ScYSZ composite working electrode in the pseudo-3-
electrode “SWE” cell conguration (“Ni–SZ porous electrode”).
ART � C5FD00048C
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Impedance spectra measured on each of the electrodes are shown in Fig. 2a–d.
All cells except the 3rd cell (Ni–SZ-supported porous electrode; symmetrical cell)
could be polarized to obtain DC current–overpotential measurements, which are
shown in Fig. 3a–c.

For all of these electrodes, the electrochemical activity for the H2/H2O reaction
was higher than for the CO/CO2 reaction, but the relative activity near open-circuit
varied from a factor of 33 (Fig. 2a and 3c) to a factor of 2 (Fig. 2c and d and 3i)
depending on the electrode. These ratios are in a similar range to those previously
reported for various Ni/SZ electrodes.23 Here we address the reasons for the large
differences in relative activity.
Impedance spectroscopy

The EIS measured on the model Ni/YSZ electrode exhibited a skewed semicircle
that grows smaller with increasing frequency in the complex–complex plane
(Fig. 2a), which matches previously reported measurements in H2/H2O on similar
Ni wires contacting YSZ or ScYSZ surfaces.29,40–42 The ratio of Rp for CO/CO2 vs.H2/
H2O (hereaer “C : H Rp ratio”) is 33. Aer the HCP treatment, the impedance has
changed dramatically (Fig. 2b), similar to the changes observed in measurements
in H2/H2O for a model Ni/ScYSZ electrode subjected to HCP treatment at lower
Fig. 2 Single-electrode impedance data measured on different Ni/SZ model (a and b) and
porous (c and d) electrodes in 50 : 50 mixtures of H2/H2O and CO/CO2. To obtain the
single-electrode impedance, the ohmic resistance is subtracted for all data, and for (c) and
(d) the symmetrical cell impedance is divided by 2.
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Fig. 3 Current–overpotential curves measured on different Ni–SZ model (a–f) and
porous (g–i) electrodes in 50 : 50 mixtures of H2/H2O and CO/CO2. Current ratio (c, f and
i) is the ratio of the current measured in H2/H2O to that measured in CO/CO2.
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temperature.42 The H2/H2O impedance is dominated by a single near-perfect
semicircle and also shows a smaller high-frequency process. The CO/CO2

impedance also displays a small high-frequency process and a possible multi-
process peak dominating at lower frequencies. The C : H Rp ratio has decreased
to �4.5. Based on EIS measurements made on symmetrical cells with the Pt/YSZ
counter electrode on both sides, the small high-frequency process appears to be
the counter electrode,29 which was negligible before the HCP treatment and
became visible due to the decreased electrode Rp resulting from the HCP
treatment.

The porous Ni–SZ electrodes gave a typical Gerischer-like porous electrode
impedance response,32,43,44 with skewed semicircles that lean the opposite way
compared to the model Ni/YSZ electrode (Fig. 2c and d). The EIS of the Ni–SZ-
supported porous electrode exhibits an additional low-frequency process
(Fig. 2c), which was previously shown to be gas diffusion in the thick porous
support layer.32 The SWE Ni–ScYSZ electrode impedance has no such low-
frequency process, illustrating that the gas diffusion resistance is minimized in
this porous electrode geometry. For both electrodes, the C : H Rp ratio is 2, sug-
gesting a conrmation of previous reports that the use of ScYSZ does not change
the 3PB reaction mechanism compared with YSZ.42

It should be noted that although the presented EIS data was measured at
different temperatures, the C : H Rp ratios are approximately the same throughout
ART � C5FD00048C
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the measurement range due to the similar activation energies of the H2/H2O and
CO/CO2 reactions, as is evident from comparison with the current–overpotential
curves which were all measured at 850 �C. The general shapes of the spectra are
also very similar throughout the measurement range 750–1000 �C. The presented
spectra were chosen for illustrative purposes. For example, the 1000 �C
measurements are shown for the model Ni/SZ electrode because at lower
temperature the CO/CO2 impedance process goes to very low frequencies and
therefore most measurements did not include the full arc. The inset shows the
H2/H2O measurement at 850 �C, which has the same shape. Table 1 gives a
summary of the EIS results for all of the model and porous Ni-based electrodes.
Current–overpotential curves

In agreement with the EIS results, at low current the current–overpotential curves
show the same C : H Rp ratios of�30, 5 and 2 for the model Ni/YSZ, model Ni/YSZ-
HCP, and porous Ni–SZ electrodes, respectively (Fig. 2). For the two model elec-
trodes, the ratio increases with anodic polarization and decreases with cathodic
polarization to about double and half, respectively, at �0.2 V compared with the
value near open-circuit. However, the ratio for the porous electrode remains
nearly constant in the range of 1.5 to 2. All three electrodes have considerably
faster anodic than cathodic kinetics, with the largest difference for the model Ni/
Table 1 Summary of the EIS results for all of the electrodes tested

Electrode
abbreviation Materials|electrolyte Geometry

Rxn.
site

T
[�C]

Rp

Units
H2/
H2O CO/CO2 Ratio

Ni/SZ ME Ni|YSZ Model 3PB 1000 kU 3.68 125 34.0
Ni/SZ ME Ni|YSZ Model 3PB 850 kU 20.8 701 33.7
Ni/SZ ME Ni|YSZ Model 3PB 750 kU 98.0 2860 29.2
Ni/SZ-HCP ME Ni|YSZ Model 3PB 860 kU 1.41 5.90 4.18
Ni/SZ-redox ME Ni|YSZ Model 3PB 850 kU 7.55 25.8 3.42
Ni–SZ-supported
PE

Ni-YSZ|YSZ Porous 3PB 750 U

cm2
0.099 0.20 1.97

Ni–SZ PE Ni-ScYSZ|ScYSZ Porous 3PB 850 U

cm2
0.067 0.14 2.01

CGOn/STN ME CGOn/STN|YSZ Model 2PB 850 MU 2.50 0.40 0.16
CGOn/STN PE CGOn/STN|YSZ Porous 2PB 800 U

cm2
0.31 0.49 1.59

CGOn/STN-redox
PE

CGOn/STN|YSZ Porous 2PB 800 U

cm2
0.12 0.66 5.68

CGOn-2.5 mm PE CGOn|YSZ Porous 2PB 800 U

cm2
0.010 0.076 7.93

CGO-SS-10 mm
PE

CGO|ScYSZ Porous 2PB 800 U

cm2
0.066 0.17 2.59

CGO-SS-18 mm
PE

CGO|YSZ Porous 2PB 750 U

cm2
0.078 0.21 2.69

CGO-inhomog-30
mm PE

CGO|YSZ Porous 2PB 750 U

cm2
0.43 0.67 1.55

CGO-SS-18 mm-
Au PE

CGO|YSZ Porous 2PB 750 U

cm2
1.35 0.86 0.64
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SZ (factors of 26 and 4.1 higher current at �0.2 V for H2/H2O and CO/CO2,
respectively), a smaller difference for themodel Ni/SZ-HCP (factors of 4.0 and 1.2),
and the smallest difference for the porous Ni–SZ electrode (factors of 2.1 and 1.5).
For these 3 cells, the ohmic resistance, and corresponding heating during DC
measurements, is minimal due to the cell geometries, as the current spreads
outwards from the small working electrode into the large electrolyte pellet to the
large counter electrode.
Mechanisms

One might consider that the higher activity in H2/H2O than CO/CO2 has the same
explanation as the higher activity in anodic than cathodic polarization. Indeed,
gas diffusion has been shown to be partly responsible for both effects in the case
of the Ni–YSZ composites with a thick porous support layer,25 but here the largest
gas composition difference and anodic/cathodic asymmetry is observed for the
model electrodes which have negligible gas diffusion resistance.

We propose that impurities and the 3D microstructure are responsible for the
decreasing difference in activity in H2/H2O vs. CO/CO2 in the progression from the
model electrode to themodel electrode with HCP to the porous electrode. It is well
established that in Ni/SZ model electrodes, the 3PB is blocked by glassy impurity
phases that segregate from the raw materials,14 unless extremely pure raw
materials were used in preparation of the cell,38,23 which was not the case here.
The large activation of Ni/SZ during HCP treatment has been reported to result
from nano-structuring of the 3PB which occurs when YSZ is partially reduced and
interacts with Ni during HCP treatment45,46 and/or from reduction and mobili-
zation of impurities that were accumulated at the 3PB.42 Both effects would lead to
a fresh 3PB with a lower concentration of impurities. In this case, microscopy
revealed that the brief treatment rearranged the Ni/YSZ interface and a new,
considerably longer 3PB was formed. No analysis of impurities has been carried
out. We observed that subjecting the model Ni/SZ electrodes to a redox cycle
(oxidizing to NiO and then reducing again), which also rearranges the 3PB,30 led to
a similar decrease in the C : H Rp ratio down to 3.4 (see Table 1). We focus on the
HCP results here because current–overpotential curves were not measured aer
the redox cycle. The segregated impurities apparently inhibit the CO/CO2 reaction
more so than the H2/H2O reaction, as formation of a fresh 3PB decreases the C : H
Rp ratio by nearly an order of magnitude. This might be because H2/H2O related
species are transported more rapidly through or on the surface of the impurity
phases or maybe partly through the Ni.47 The especially large activation for the Ni/
SZ model electrode in anodic polarization in H2/H2O (Fig. 2a and b), which
generates H2O at the 3PB, might be due to the same effect and/or due to a
temporary rearrangement of the impurities by their reaction with H2O, e.g.
vaporization of SiO2 by forming the hydroxide, and subsequent re-deposition at
the 3PB.48,49 The well-known anodic activation by 3PB pH2O dependence,
exothermicity of the anodic electrochemical reaction (and cathodic endo-
thermicity), and possibly enhanced kinetics of the actual charge-transfer reaction
in anodic polarization25,50 cannot account for the factor of 26 higher current
at +0.2 V vs. �0.2 V overpotential in H2/H2O. Regardless of the impurity content
and the exact value of the C : H Rp ratio, the consistently observed higher activity
for the H2/H2O vs. CO/CO2 reactions at Ni/SZ may be due to the high mobility of H
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on Ni,51 or it could simply be due to a more benecial energetic landscape for the
overall reaction scheme.

The 3PB of the model Ni/SZ electrodes has a high impurity content due to the
relatively large volumes of Ni and YSZ compared with the 3PB reaction zone. The
Ni and YSZ components act as large reservoirs of impurities. Therefore, the fresh
3PB of the model Ni/SZ-HCP electrode should more closely match the 3PBs found
in porous electrodes. However, the C : H Rp ratio decreases from 4–5 for themodel
Ni/SZ-HCP electrode to 2 for the porous Ni–SZ electrode. This difference can be
explained by the 3D microstructure of the porous composite electrode, which
extends the ER zone into the electrode thickness due to the ionic conductivity in
the electrode. The lower CO/CO2 reaction rate leads to extension of the reaction
zone farther into the electrode, which partly compensates for the lower 3PB
reaction rate. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4a, which shows modelling results of
the total porous electrode Rp vs. electrode thickness for two different ER rates that
differ by a factor of 4 – the approximate C : H Rp ratio for the model Ni/SZ-HCP
electrode. As the electrode becomes thick enough, the Rp ratio decreases to a
Fig. 4 Porous electrode modelling, showing the total electrode Rp as a function of
electrode thickness L and ER site rp. (a) Electrode Rp vs. thickness for 2 different rp values
that have a ratio of 4. (b) Electrode Rp ratio vs. thickness for 5 different rp ratios. (c)
Electrode Rp ratio vs. rp ratio for 5 different electrode thickness values.
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factor of 2, in close agreement with the experimental results for the porous Ni–SZ
electrode.

The porous electrode model is a 1-D transmission line model that represents
the porous electrode as a continuum of ER resistances coupled with ionic and
electronic currents which extend through the electrode thickness, away from the
electrolyte and towards it, respectively:

Rp ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rpri

p
cot h

�
L

ffiffiffiffiffi
rP

ri

r �

where Rp is the total porous electrode polarization resistance, rp is the polariza-
tion resistance of the ER sites (U cm), ri is the ionic transport resistance (U cm�1),
and L is the electrode thickness (cm). This general analytical model has been
shown to successfully describe the impedance of the porous SOC composite and
mixed-conducting electrodes that are macroscopically homogeneous.43,44 It is
valid for low current (near open-circuit) and neglects gradients in gas composi-
tion, temperature, etc.

For 3PB-based electrodes, rp is the 3PB length-specic polarization resistance
(LSRp) divided by the 3PB density (3PB length per electrode volume). Realistic
values of 4 kU cm for LSRp and 3 mm mm�3 for the 3PB density were used for the
modelling results. Changing the ionic resistivity ri does not change the Rp ratios; it
only changes the thickness value at which the minimum porous electrode Rp is
reached and the value of that minimum Rp value. A realistic ri value of 200 U cm
was used for these simulations, which corresponds to an effective ionic conduc-
tivity of 0.005 S cm�1 in the composite electrode, e.g. a bulk conductivity of 0.04 S
cm�1, an ionic phase volume fraction of 0.3, and a tortuosity factor of 2.5. The real
values of these parameters and the 3PB parameters differ considerably for actual
porous electrodes fabricated using different procedures. These assumptions are
simply the right order of magnitude and they are sufficient for illustrating the
C : H Rp ratios because they have no impact on the ratios.

Fig. 4b shows the modelling results expressed as ratios (the line beginning
with an Rp ratio of 4 is the ratio of the two lines shown in Fig. 4a). This shows that
a larger difference in rp is compensated more by the porous composite electrode
structure, with an rp ratio of 10 leading to an Rp ratio of only 3.2, and a smaller
difference is compensated less, with an rp ratio of 2 resulting in an Rp ratio of 1.4.
Finally, Fig. 4c shows the Rp ratio vs. the rp ratio at different electrode thickness
values, including �zero thickness (the 2D model electrode situation) and innite
thickness (the usual 3D porous electrode situation).
Doped ceria 2PB-based electrodes

In contrast to Ni/SZ and other 3PB-based electrodes, the entire gas-exposed
surface of ceria and other MIEC materials is in principle active for electro-
chemical reactions. One issue with ceria, however, is that its electronic conduc-
tivity is low, which leads to non-negligible ohmic losses in porous electrodes
comprised only of doped ceria unless the electrode is extremely thin and has low
porosity and tortuosity. Ceria based electrodes are usually composites with a
better electron conductor. The conventional method of forming a composite is by
mixing particles and sintering, leading to a random structure. An alternative way
is by coating the ceria onto an electronic backbone, which both ensures better
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percolation of the two phases and enables low temperature processing of the
ceria, maintaining the ceria as nanoparticles. We use the coating approach here,
with STN as the electronic conducting phase.

Similar to the Ni/SZ experiments, several different types of CGO-based elec-
trodes were characterized to study the inuence of nano/microstructure (illus-
trated in Fig. 1). The rst set of electrodes employed STN as the electronic
conducting backbone. The second set of electrodes included no additional elec-
tronic current collector in the porous structure, depending only on porous Pt or
Au (by sintering the respective pastes) on top.

Electrodes with STN electron-conducting backbone:
1. CGO nanoparticles placed at the 2D interface of the electronic conductor

STN pressed down onto a polished YSZ surface (hereaer referred to as the
“CGOn/STN model electrode”) – as well as the same type of electrode without the
CGOn, e.g. only the STN/SZ interface, for comparison.

2. CGO nanoparticles coating the surfaces inside a 3D porous STN backbone
(“CGOn-STN porous electrode”).

3. The same type of electrode as #2, aer a redox cycle (“CGOn-STN-redox
porous electrode”).

Electrodes comprised solely of doped ceria:
1. A 2.5 mm thick porous electrode comprised of CGO nanoparticles, prepared

by spin-coating and sintering at 800 �C (“CGOn-2.5 mm porous electrode”).
2. A 10 mm thick porous electrode comprised of larger (200–400 nm) particles,

prepared by slurry spraying and sintering at 1200 �C (“CGO-SS-10 mm porous
electrode”).

3. A 30 mm thick porous electrode comprised of 200–400 nm size particles with
a highly inhomogeneous, regionally agglomerated microstructure, prepared by
screen-printing and sintering at 1200 �C (“CGO-inhomog-30 mm porous
electrode”).

4. An 18 mm thick porous electrode similar to #2, only thicker (“CGO-SS-18 mm
porous electrode”).

5. The same type of electrode as #4, but with a porous Au current collector layer
(prepared by sintering Au paste; “CGO-SS-18 mm-Au porous electrode”) rather
than porous Pt as used for the other ceria-based porous electrodes.
Fig. 5 EIS measured on a CGOn/STN model electrode at 850 �C in 3 different gas
compositions.
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Fig. 6 Current–overpotential curves measured on CGOn/STN (b–d) and STN (f–h) model
electrodes. The electrode configurations are illustrated in (a) and (b). Current ratio (d and h)
is the ratio of the current measured in H2/H2O to that measured in CO/CO2.
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Model electrodes

EIS and current–overpotential curves measured on the CGOn/STN model elec-
trode are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. The electrode conguration is
illustrated in Fig. 6a.

Themost remarkable observation about the impedance of this electrode is that
the activity in CO/CO2 is much higher than in H2/H2O; the C : H Rp ratio is 0.16
(Fig. 5). This behaviour is opposite to that of the Ni/SZ electrodes discussed
earlier. Although ceria is well known as a catalyst for CO/CO2 reactions
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(considering that it is used as an active catalyst support for 3-way CO oxidation
catalysts that treat automotive exhaust, as well as for the water gas shi reaction
and preferential oxidation of CO), we are not aware of any previous reports in the
literature that show ceria is an excellent CO/CO2 electrocatalyst, which exhibits
higher activity for CO/CO2 than for H2/H2O electrochemical reactions.

The electrode activity was stable throughout the measurement sequence, as
can be seen in the EIS measurements in pH2/pH2O ¼ 0.97/0.03 atm during the
sequence (Fig. 5). At low current, the current–overpotential curves show the same
relative activity (Fig. 6d). A major difference in the shapes of the current–over-
potential curves can be observed for the H2/H2O and CO/CO2 reactions – the CO/
CO2 curve is nearly linear, whereas the H2/H2O curve shows tremendous cathodic
activation. The cathodic activation is so strong that the H2O electrolysis current
approximately “catches up” to the CO2 electrolysis current at�0.3 V overpotential.
Higher activity in H2O electrolysis than in H2 oxidation has been observed on
various ceria electrodes and interpreted as being due to the increased surface
reduction of ceria.52–54 This observation is consistent with the reported increase in
oxygen surface exchange rate with decreasing pO2.55–57 Only very slight cathodic
activation is present in CO2 electrolysis. The higher activity for the electro-
chemical reduction of H2O and CO2 than for oxidation of H2 and CO is another
example of opposite behaviour to the Ni/SZ electrodes.

We propose that a higher surface concentration of reaction sites on the ceria
nanoparticles in CO/CO2 than in H2/H2O underlies the higher activity. The nature
of the rate limiting reaction step on Sm-doped ceria surfaces in H2/H2O and CO/
CO2 has been recently suggested to relate to electron transfer between Ce3+ and
surface OH� and CO3

2� respectively (speculated to be so at ambient pressure).27,28

DFTmodelling has shown that the ceria surface is more easily reduced by CO than
by H2.58 Surface reduction leads to increased surface concentrations of oxygen
vacancies and polarons (Ce3+), which directly or indirectly provide ER sites.

The impedance data supports this explanation. All of the impedance
measurements appear as single near-perfect semicircles in the complex plane.
The measurements in pH2/pH2O ¼ 0.5/0.5 atm and pH2/pH2O ¼ 0.97/0.03 atm
show a similar summit frequency (fs) of 0.3–0.4 Hz, whereas the measurement in
pCO/pCO2 ¼ 0.5/0.5 atm shows a considerably higher fs value of 2.1. The summit
frequency relates to the resistance R and capacitance C by fs ¼ 1/(2pRC). For
doped ceria and other mixed conductors, the capacitance is dominated by bulk
chemical capacitance.26,59,60 The chemical capacitance results from the presence
of mixed valence Ce3+/Ce4+ and increases with decreasing pO2, within the pO2

range explored here. The resistance is dominated by the 2PB ER resistance at the
ceria|gas interface.60,16 In the two H2/H2O environments, the unchanged summit
frequency means the product of R and C is unchanged – in the more reducing H2/
H2O environment, the reduction of the bulk ceria increases the chemical capac-
itance and the reduction of surface ceria decreases the surface reaction resistance.
However, the pH2/pH2O¼ 0.5/0.5 atm and pCO/pCO2 ¼ 0.5/0.5 atm environments
yield almost the same pO2 (5.3 � 1018 and 6.1 � 1018 atm respectively) at the
measurement temperature of 850 �C, so the chemical capacitance is the same in
both environments. Yet the Rp has clearly decreased (causing the increase in fs),
suggesting that the ceria surface is more reduced (or provides a higher ER rate by
another mechanism) in CO/CO2 compared to H2/H2O when both environments
provide the same pO2.
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The nearly linear current–overpotential curve in CO/CO2 might be due to the
presence of a high concentration of reactive surface species that is essentially
independent of polarization and corresponding oxygen activity.

The higher activity in cathodic vs. anodic polarization can be similarly
explained by reduction of the oxides during cathodic polarization, leading to
enhanced surface concentration of reaction sites. This is not a special feature of
ceria or nanoceria, evidenced by the similar current–overpotential behaviour of
the STN model electrode without the ceria nanoparticles measured during the
same test sequence (Fig. 6f and g). Cathodic activation has also been observed
previously in the literature on oxide electrodes comprised of STN,61 Sm-doped
ceria,27 a composite of CGO and La-doped SrTiO3,62 and various molybdenum
oxide containing perovskites.34

Three important questions that arise are (i) whether the unique behaviour
observed with the model electrodes can translate to a technologically relevant
porous electrode, (ii) whether the high activity for CO/CO2 reactions is specic to
nanoparticulate ceria, and (iii) the possible role of the STN support. Here we
briey explore these considerations.
Porous electrodes

EIS measured on the CGOn/STN porous electrodes, which are comprised of the
same materials (CGO nanoparticles on STN backbones) as the model electrodes,
did not show a C : H Rp ratio far below 1 (Fig. 7), as was observed for the model
electrodes. One CGO-inltrated STN electrode exhibited a ratio of 1.6 (Fig. 7a) –
still a lower value than observed for any of the Ni/SZ electrodes. The same type of
electrode was subjected to a redox cycle, which causes a decrease in Rp, possibly
due to formation of nano-sized cracks in the CGO coating, thereby re-gaining
nanostructured features that were lost during particle coarsening.30 The C : H
Rp ratio increased to 5.7 (Fig. 7b). These two electrodes exhibit typical Gerischer-
like porous electrode impedance, similar to the porous Ni–SZ electrodes. The
presence of the Gerischer-like shapes is expected because the ionic conductivity is
low in these electrodes, as it is provided only by the thin coatings of CGO
Fig. 7 EIS measured on porous electrodes with CGO nanoparticles coated on STN
backbones in 50 : 50 mixtures of H2/H2O and CO/CO2 at 800 �C.
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nanoparticles, and therefore the ER zone is not expected to extend to the full 20
mm electrode thickness.

Electrodes made of only CGO were also studied (Fig. 8). A thin nano-structured
electrode (CGOn-2.5 mm porous electrode) exhibited an exceptionally high activity
(Rp ¼ 0.01 U cm2 in H2/H2O, including SGL diffusion). However the C : H Rp ratio
was high at 6.9 (Fig. 8a). For a thicker electrode made of larger 200–400 nm sized
particles (CGO-SS-10 mm porous electrode), the C : H Rp ratio was 2.6 (Fig. 8b). For
a yet thicker electrode, which also had an inhomogeneous microstructure due to
particle agglomeration during fabrication (CGO-inhomog-30 mm porous elec-
trode), the ratio was 1.6 (Fig. 8c). Another thick electrode (CGO-SS-18 mm porous
electrode) showed a ratio of 2.7. Finally, the same type of 18 mm thick electrode
tested with Au paste as the current collector was the only one to show an inverse
ratio of 0.6 — higher activity for CO/CO2 than for H2/H2O, as observed for the
model electrode. It should be noted that the impedance was relatively large for
this last electrode, as well as the cell ohmic resistance which was more than
double the ohmic resistance of the same type of cell with Pt paste (CGO-SS-18 mm
porous electrode), indicating a poor coating of the Au paste. Therefore, the area-
Fig. 8 EIS measured on various porous CGO electrodes with either Pt or Au paste used for
electronic current collection, in 50 : 50 mixtures of H2/H2O and CO/CO2.
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normalized impedance of the electrode with Au paste, which is calculated with
the assumption of even current collection across the cell area, should not be
compared with that measured on the Pt paste cell. The impedance response of
these CGO electrodes varied from a somewhat skewed semicircle for thinner
electrodes to a Gerischer-like porous electrode response for thicker electrodes,
which indicates that the ER zone extends to a thickness of between 10–18 mm s at
these test conditions. As the ionic conductivity is much higher in these electrodes
due to the larger volume fraction of the ion conductor, CGO, than in the case of
CGO-inltrated STN, the ER zone extends farther into the thickness, assuming the
same surface reaction rates. Table 1 gives a summary of the EIS results for all of
the model and porous ceria-based electrodes.

The relatively high C : H Rp ratios for the nanostructured electrodes might be
due to gas diffusion limitations in the porous structures. In the case of the CGOn-
STN porous electrode, the nano-cracks may provide additional surface area that is
only accessible to the smaller H2/H2Omolecules, providing no additional reaction
sites for CO/CO2. Similarly, the CGOn-2.5 mm porous electrode has nano-pores
which may not be accessible. Furthermore, Knudsen diffusion is present in
such electrodes.37

The relatively low C : H Rp ratios for thicker electrodes might relate to the
porous electrode thickness effect described earlier (Fig. 4). However, another
possibility is that in the thinner electrodes the ER zone extends to the end of the
electrode thickness, thereby reaching the CGO/Pt/gas interface at the current
collector, which may provide enhanced activity. Sintered Pt paste consists of large
particles and by itself shows extremely low activity (Rp > 100 U cm2 for porous Pt
when applied directly to the electrolyte), but the nanostructured CGO provides a
high density of interfaces in contact with the Pt particles. The data measured with
Au paste indicates that the CGO/Pt/gas interface may indeed be responsible for
improving the electrode kinetics, especially in H2/H2O compared with CO/CO2. Au
is a poor electrocatalyst for H2/H2O as compared to Pt,63 and therefore the CGO/
Au/gas interface does not promote the measured electrode kinetics substantially.
Also, the results obtained with Au paste show that STN is not needed to obtain the
higher activity of CGO in CO/CO2 than in H2/H2O. Nevertheless, the role of the Au
paste in establishing this relation remains to be investigated. Furthermore, the
electrode did not contain nanoparticles (it was a sintered structure with 200–400
nm size particles), suggesting that nanoparticles are not needed. Further testing
without the Pt current collector would be worthwhile to conrm these ndings.
Conclusions

The electrode kinetics of the H2/H2O and CO/CO2 reactions were investigated for
Ni/SZ, CGO, and CGOn/STN in model electrode and porous electrode geometries
and with different micro/nanostructures. The ratio of electrode Rp in CO/CO2 vs.
H2/H2O was found to decrease from 33 to 2 when comparing model Ni/SZ and
porous Ni–SZ electrodes. Experimental evidence and modelling suggested that a
greater concentration of impurities at the 3PB in the model electrode lead to a
higher ratio, and the nature of the porous electrode reaction zone extension into
electrode thickness leads to a decreased ratio. Based on the analysis, the ratio for
the actual 3PBs in the porous electrode is expected to be around 4.
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Besides showing higher activity for H2/H2O reactions than CO/CO2 reactions,
the Ni/SZ interface is more active for oxidation than reduction. On the other hand,
we found that CGOn/STN model electrodes show the opposite behaviour in both
cases – higher activity for CO/CO2 and higher activity for reduction, e.g. the
highest current could be obtained for CO2 electrolysis. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the rst report of a higher electrocatalytic activity for CO/CO2

than for H2/H2O reactions on CGO nanoparticles in the absence of gas diffusion
limitations. We proposed that enhanced surface reduction of the doped ceria in
CO/CO2, at the same pO2, underlies this behaviour. This effect could not be
observed in CGO based porous electrodes, except in one case where Au instead of
Pt was used as the electronic current collector, suggesting that the CGO/Pt
interfaces may be selectively enhancing the activity of the H2/H2O reaction for
those porous electrodes. Greater gas diffusion limitations for CO/CO2 than for H2/
H2O, especially with nanostructured features involved, is another possible
explanation for the different relative activities of the porous electrodes and the
model electrodes in CO/CO2 and H2/H2O.
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